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RAPID REPORTS 
eurostat Foreign trade 
Trade of the European Community 
with Eastern Europe 
This report gives a summary of the trade of the EC and its Member States with the countries of 
Eastern Europe i.e. the Soviet Union, the German Democratic Republic, Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria and Albania. 
It should be noted that the foreign trade of the EC does not integrate the trade between FRG and 
GDR considered as inter-German trade (the information shown here originates from publications 
of the Statistisches Bundesamt). 
The share in extra-EC trade represented by the above countries is quite small at 6% for 1988 (in 
comparison EFTA 25%). The trade balances of the EC with these countries have a tendency to 
be in deficit, with the exception of Hungary and Bulgaria. Trade with Albania is at a very low level. 
On consignment from the Soviet Union, the EC imports fuels and raw materials above all 
(1988:62%), whereas manufactured goods dominate from the other countries (1988:65%). 
Community imports of foodstuffs have a certain importance only from Hungary (1988:23%, other 
countries 5%). 
The main EC exports to all these countries are machinery and transport equipment (1988:34%), 
chemicals (1988:17%) and other manufactured goods (1988:31%). 
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The general trend in trade is upward, with certain more pronounced variations. After a period of 
strong growth the imports of fuels on consignment from the Soviet Union saw a large fall in value 
in 1985 and 1986 (the price of petrol and exchange rate of the dollar). The exports of the EC to 
the Soviet Union, as for most of the other countries, developed in a similar way to the trend in 
imports (state trading countries). An exception was Romania, where imports were heavily reduced 
from 1981. 
During the course of time inter-German trade has shown a continuous increase. The trade is 
largely in balance. The FRG imports above all manufactured articles and consumer goods, and 
exports mainly manufactured articles and investment goods. 
Among the Member States of the Community, the Federal Republic of Germany is by far the 
leading trade partner with Eastern Europe. This is true for most of the countries except Romania, 
where Italy is most important. The Federal Republic represents 38% of the total trade volume 
followed by Italy (17%), France (15%) and the United Kingdom (9%). 
On the following pages can be found graphics showing the evolution of imports and exports of the 
EC with each of the countries of Eastern Europe, and also the total. Inter-German trade can also 
be found for the German Democratic Republic. Seven tables can then be found with the trade 
broken down by product groups. A final table gives the distribution of trade by Member State of 
the Community for 1988 as well as the inter-German trade. As column headings the ISO 
abbreviations are used. 
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A more in depth analysis of the trade EC-COMECON covering the period 1979-1987 has been 
published by Eurostat in its series D, theme 6. 
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* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 
TRADE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY WITH EASTERN EUROPE 
Total EUR12 Millions ECU 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 
TRADE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY WITH EASTERN EUROPE 
Total EUR12 Millions ECU 
Section SITC 5 : Chemicals 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 
TRADE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY WITH EASTERN EUROPE 
Total EUR12 Millions ECU 
Section SITC 7 : Machinery and transport equipment 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 
10 
TRADE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY WITH EASTERN EUROPE 
Total EURI2 Millions ECU 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 
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TRADE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY WITH EASTERN EUROPE 
Millions ECU 
Total trade for 1988 




































































































































































































































































































1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 88/1 88/2 88/3 88/4 89/1 89/2 
Supplies from the G.D.R. 
3455 3430 3209 3575 3273 791 807 804 
Deliveries to the G.D.R. 
2862 3551 3502 3210 3487 760 759 859 
871 820 860 
1109 808 937 
* TOTAL = Eastern Europe; EXTRA = Extra-EC; % = TOTAL/EXTRA(%) 
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